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Casino City Press Partners with RMC Legal to Expand CasinoVendors.com 
Gaming Vendor Licensing Resource 

NEWTON, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Casino City Press in partnership with Regulatory Management 
Counselors, P.C. (RMC Legal), is proud to announce the introduction of Phase III of the “Vendor Licensing” 
section for its website: www.casinovendors.com. 

In the months since the launch of the Vendor Licensing guide, 22 jurisdictional 
summaries have been added to the online resource. The site also provides a 
complete list of regulatory agencies. 

As part of the Phase III expansion, gaming vendor licensing summaries for twelve 
additional jurisdictions will be added between July and December of this year 
focused on U.S. tribal gaming and international gaming jurisdictions. News 
updates on regulatory reform initiatives taking place within jurisdictions across the 
globe will also be added. 

“We are very excited about working with Casino City to further develop the jurisdictional casino licensing section 
of the website,” said David Waddell, Attorney and President of Regulatory Management Counselors. “The 
resource will continue to provide those looking to do business in most any jurisdiction across the globe with a 
helpful overview and guide of licensing requirements. It is our goal to help enhance the continuing excellence of 
the Casino City Vendors website.” 

CasinoVendors.com currently indexes nearly 15,000 gaming industry suppliers, vendors and manufacturers. 
The site assists casino buyers and vendors, distributors, and manufacturers of casino products and services 
and serves as a central hub for casino suppliers and buyers to access information. Visitors to the site will find 
detailed gaming vendor company and product information including executive contact names along with the 
latest gaming vendor news and tweets. 

“We are thrilled to be able to further expand the high-quality casino vendor regulation, licensing and compliance 
requirements information provided by Regulatory Management Counselors on the CasinoVendors.com 
website,” said Michael Corfman, CEO of Casino City Press. “We knew this information was a perfect match with 
the business needs of the gaming industry vendor community we support. In the nine months since we 
announced the addition of regulatory and agency information at G2E last year our users have viewed pages in 
this new section of our site over 30,000 times.” 
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If you are a gaming industry vendor and would like to add your listing to CasinoVendors.com, simply visit the 
website and click the “Add a Vendor” button in the top menu bar. 

Regulatory Management Counselors, P.C. is a law firm that serves the needs of clients working in the heavily 
regulated industries in an effort to maximize company profitability and avoid legal errors. The law firm takes a 
proactive approach, assisting clients in developing management systems to avoid legal and/or compliance 
problems. The firm devotes much of its time to the casino gaming industry, helping clients, locally, nationally 
and internationally, to overcome the barriers to entry that exist as a result of complicated regulatory systems. 

For additional information on the services which Regulatory Management Counselors PC, provides, feel free to 
contact Attorney David Waddell or Senior Gaming Analyst Robert Russell at 517-507-3860, or visit 
www.rmclegal.com and www.michigangaming.com 
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